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The latest newsletter that I received from the Island Vintage T-Bird Club had a covering
email that punched out with a comment line that got my attention. The statement was
“This newsletter is a looong one! I was overwhelmed with all the wonderful articles that were sent to
me by our members! “ I contacted the editor and asked for permission to use it and therefore
here it is. Unfortunately I don’t have that problem. The newsletter was 14 pages.
As I mentioned in the article starting on page 3, Paul and Liz Taylor brought together a
great Island Challenge weekend to Victoria starting on September 7. They would be the
first to say that it took more people than them to bring this event to a successful outcome.
The Chairs were Paul and Liz, Registration Paul, Driving Tours Richard Johnson/Paul,
Tour Books/Names Tags/Car Cards Liz, Saturday luncheon Jane, Saturday banquet Paul
& Liz, VIH tour John, Welcome package Jane, Trouble Truck Keven Neufeld/Harvey
Sherman. There was also the preparing for the barbecue Kathy & Bernie LeBlanc and
the bartender Rod Forbes. Well done folks.
It should be noted that Jane is now accepting your membership payment of $50. It’s still
$5 that goes to our Chapter and $45 to National. Jane is looking for the payment before
the end of February as this will guarantee your names in the National roster.
Bill Bouchard, Editor
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Driving, Autumn Leaves Run
Obvious from the name of this outing it was truly Autumn Leaves Run time. Paul and Liz
Taylor put this one together which had pieces from the Island Challenge. There was a
huge difference to the Island Challenge and that was the lack of fog. The sights of Victoria, and the Straits were a huge bonus this time with no fog hindering the view. Eats
were at the Royal Road Café. Twenty-one vehicles, with 17 of those being older.

October meeting
At our October meeting aside from the voting for the Robert Lawrence Memorial Trophy,
Harvey Sherman had arranged for our speaker. Liz McInnes of Christie-Phoenix Insurance. Liz was very informative on the latest news from ICBC regarding our hobby.
Thankyou Harvey and thanks to Liz McInnes

Coming up ………..
Tuesday November 6, General Meeting and Elections.
Sunday November 18, Sunday run organized by Richard Johnson.
Sunday December 2, Annual Awards and Christmas banquet.
Tuesday December 4, General Meeting, Membership Appreciation Evening.
Tuesday January 1, 2019. Happy New Year, our first run of the year.
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Island Challenge– A first-class event.
Paul Taylor and Liz really put together, with some help from others, a great plan for a first-class weekend tour. The Island Challenge, on the weekend of September 7-9 was sold out due to the knowledge
that this event is a first-class.
Participants to this weekend tour and social activity were all from Vancouver Island, representing Island Chapters. Chapters were represented with members coming from Brentwood Bay, Parksville, Victoria, Nanaimo, Campbell River, Crofton, Nanoose Bay, Sidney, and our faithful from Portland.
The weather leading up to the weekend had great promise, lots of sun and above average warmth. The
change came, however, as we started our activities. A slight drizzle for the garage tour to Gordie Thomas soon turned to more serious dampness for the outside meet and greet barbecue at the host hotel, the
Western 66 Motor Inn.

Jim Schoffstall checking the “stuff” at Gordies’.

A few of the nice cars in the driveway of Gordies’.

Organized as ever Paul and Liz had the garden tents in place and the plan soon was getting to know
your neighbor as we all crowded and cuddled to keep the rain somewhat at bay. The people on the edges
quickly realized that they had run out of shelter and rain was running down their back. It wasn't without the positive however as we all got to greet each other because of close proximity to each other.
The barbecue was great. Kathy and Bernie LeBlanc made the salads and burgers and Rod Forbes
served up the draft beer. The rain couldn’t wash out the enjoyment of this fantastic food and beverage.
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Saturday morning, and it was to be a full day with the driving tour, lunch at Glenrosa Farm and banquet
at the Waddling Dog Hotel. Our first stop was at Western Speedway where there was the opportunity for
a true pit stop and a snack in preparation for the drive ahead. The drive included Bear Mountain and according to the program “enjoy the spectacular views of Victoria, Strait of Juan de Fuca and the Olympic
Mountains”. But the weather threw a spanner in the works for this as a fog had settled in the valley
obliterating any opportunity for beautiful sights. Next stop was lunch at Glenrosa Farm.

Some of the group enjoying the grounds at Glenrosa, while an interested onlooker checks us out.

After lunch the drive continued with a 30 mile route out to the Victoria Airport and a visit to Vancouver
Island Helicopters. An interesting tour here but the opportunity for a chopper ride was not to be due to
the inclement weather and equipment was being used for fighting forest fires.
Returning from VIH there was the preparation for the wind up dinner, across from the base hotel. Aside
from the food the big presentation was the hard luck trophy or as it is affectionately called The Gut
Wrenching Experience.
The finale to this Island Challenge was a welcome to our Chapter’s corn roast on Sunday. And in keeping
with the experience of this weekend it was damp.

Henry patiently waiting the return of James & Barbara Kitchener.

The Gut Wrenching Experience presented by Paul to Ronald & Gail
Rosvold.
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Corn Roast—Hot dogs too.
Sunday September 9, a delightfully damp day for steamed corn, grilled hot dogs, and other goodies. We
had a good shelter so the weather wasn’t an issue. Karen and David Hilder came down from their new
home on the other side of the Malahat to run the show. Lots of help came from Jane Thomas, Marc
Brown, the Taylor’s, and the usual members in the background. Not to forget Bruce Hopkins who always
operates the team cooker. While our numbers were down due to the weather, we had enthusiasm that
kept us going. That enthusiasm included few of our members who took advantage of the train operating,

The wieners are all cooked
and Marc is patiently waiting for the rain to wash
down the grill. Now where
did Jane go ?

Bottom left are the Taylor
clan, On the right the
Hilder’s staying dry in the
kitchen.
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Elections
You can be a helpful member-plus of the Chapter by allowing your name to be brought
forward for a position on the Chapter at our upcoming election. If you haven’t had the experience of being on the Executive this could be your year!! The annual election is at our
next meeting on Tuesday November 6. The Governor and two of the four Directors go to
2019, so please consider the other opportunities.

New Year’s Day
The traditional New Year’s Day run will take place with the usual meeting place for the
start of the run and the usual time. After the run there will be coffee and donuts (start
the year off right) at the Fairgrounds. See you there.

Member Appreciation
The annual membership appreciation takes place at our December 4 General Meeting.
This membership appreciation allows us to appreciate all of the members (each other) who
have come together to make the Chapter a positive experience during the year.

Robert Lawrence Memorial Trophy
Voting, by secret ballot, took place as usual in October for this Award. The presentation
of the trophy will occur at the Annual Awards and Christmas Banquet on December 2.
The award is in recognition of a member (s) believed to best represent the principles of
commitment and contribution to the Victoria Chapter.

Governor’s journey
Twice a year, usually April and October, our Chapter Governor, Brent Morrison, heads
out with Merritt as a destination. He’s going to the annual Governor’s Meeting which requires an overnight and at least 550 kilometres of driving and two ferry trips. The meeting is chaired by the National President, with the business of the club set as the agenda.
There are the reports from the chair’s of the numerous committee’s that are required to
run the business of our organization. It can be guaranteed that the meeting (s) will be
completed in a timely fashion, for in Brent’s case he must look forward to the 275 km
drive and a late ferry. What else do you like to do on a weekend?

Future Meetings
Watch for notice about General Meetings as in January the regular meeting day falls on
January 1.
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